92 accord timing marks

The Honda car distributor is driven by the end camshaft on the back side of the cylinder head.
Over time the timing belt that connects the crankshaft and the camshaft will stretch and cause
minor changes in the ignition timing that can rob the engine of power and fuel mileage. Set the
timing in this car when performing a tune up to compensate for these small changes in ignition
timing and restore lost power and fuel economy. How to Set the Timing on a Honda Civic 1.
Start the engine and allow it to warm up until the operating temperature is reached on the gauge
in the instrument cluster. Turn the engine off. Locate the blue timing adjustment connector
under the passenger's side of the dash. There are two blue connectors. The one for the timing
adjustment is the two-pin connector. Insert a jumper wire into the connector to connect the two
terminals. Attach the timing light's power cords to the battery terminals. Clip the magnetic
pick-up from the timing light to the number one spark plug wire. Start the engine and check the
timing by shining the light at the crankshaft pulley. The red notch in the pulley should line up
with the pointer on the front of the timing cover above the pulley. This will set the timing at 18
degrees before top dead center. Loosen the three mm nuts that attach the distributor to the
cylinder head. Rotate the distributor until the timing marks line up. Tighten the distributor nuts.
Turn off the engine and remove the jumper wire from the timing connector. Test drive the Honda
to verify that it runs properly. How to Set the Timing on a Honda Accord. Start the engine and
warm it up until the cooling fans come on to indicate it has reached operating temperature.
Setting the timing before the engine has reached operating temperature will result in an error
caused by the higher idle speed that the engine runs at when it is cold. Attach the timing light
power cables to the battery located in the front of the engine compartment on the passenger
side of the Honda Accord. Clip the timing light's spark plug wire pickup around the spark plug
wire closest to the driver side of the engine. Short the timing connector min the Honda's engine
compartment by pushing the ends of an unfolded paper clip into the two terminals in the
connector. The timing connector in the Honda Accord is located on the main wiring harness
that runs along the driver side of the engine compartment and is identified as a two wire
connector with a yellow cover over it. Start engine. Wait for the cooling fans to stop running and
aim the timing light at the timing pointer on the plastic timing cover on the front of the engine.
Observe timing timing marks on the crankshaft pulley located below the timing pointer. Loosen
two 12mm nuts that secure the distributor to the passenger side of the cylinder head. On the
Honda Accord, 18 degrees is the middle mark painted red of the three marks on the crankshaft
pulley. The 18 degree mark should be centered in the timing pointer. Turn off engine and
remove the paper clip from the timing connector and unclip the timing light from the battery and
spark plug wire. Test drive the Honda to verify the engine runs properly. How to Set the Timing
on a '92 Honda Accord. Start the engine and allow it to run until normal operating temperature is
reached on the temperature gauge. Turn off the engine. Locate the timing connector under the
passenger side of the dash, behind the glove box. This is a small, blue, two-wire connector
positioned next to the larger blue diagnostic test connector. Jumper the two wires in the
connector together using the short piece of wire. Locate the timing marks on the front of the
engine, on the driver side of the engine compartment in the Accord. A pointer is located on the
timing cover, just above the crankshaft pulley, and there is a set of marks filed into the edge of
the crankshaft pulley. The mark we are concerned with is the red 15 degree BTDC mark. Loosen
the three mm distributor hold-down bolts, that attach the distributor to the engine, slightly so
that the distributor will turn with some effort. Attach the timing light battery clips to the battery.
Attach the red clip to the positive battery terminal and the black clip to the negative terminal.
Attach the number one cylinder pick-up on the test light to the number one spark plug wire. The
number plug wire is the one closest to the timing cover. Aim the timing light at the timing marks
and pull the trigger. Turn the distributor slowly, while watching the timing marks, until the
pointer on the timing cover lines up with the red degree mark on the crank pulley. Tighten the
distributor hold down bolts and recheck the timing to verify it didn't move when the distributor
was tightened. Turn off the engine, disconnect the timing light and timing connector jumper
wire. Test drive to verify the engine performs properly. Park your Accord where there's ample
space to work on the engine. Power on the engine, but turn off all accessories, including the air
conditioning, heater and radio. Exit the car and chock the wheels. Put the transmission in
neutral and apply the emergency brake. Return to the passenger cabin and bring the engine to
an idle speed of about rpm. Turn the fast idle speed mode of your engine on by turning on the
idle speed control located by your engine. Attach the timing light to the battery by placing the
red clip on the positive terminal first and the black clip on the negative terminal second. Attach
the timing light clamps to the No. Shine the timing light on the pulley connected to the main
crankshaft. Check the timing mark on the pulley and compare it to the degree tab on the front of
your engine to see what the current ignition timing is. It it reads 15 degrees before top dead
center, you can end the project. If not, proceed to the next step. Use your wrench to loosen the

distributor lock-down bolt located at the base of the distributor housing, then disconnect the
distributor vacuum hose from the distributor housing. Be careful not to disconnect any other
vacuum hoses. Plug the distributor vacuum hose into the electronic spark computer. Use your
hand to rotate the distributor until the timing mark on the pulley falls to the ignition time you
desire. Do not deviate too far from 15 degrees or you will risk damaging your engine. Unplug the
distributor vacuum hose from the electronic spark computer and reconnect it into the
distributor housing. Tighten the lock-down bolt with your wrench and turn off the idle speed
control. Remove the timing light components from the engine, close the hood, and put your
transmission in park. Remove the wheel chocks. Items you will need Timing light Small jumper
wire mm wrench. Items you will need Timing light Paper clip 12mm wrench. Items you will need
Timing light mm wrench Short piece of wire. Items you will need Timing light Wrench Wheel
Chocks. Over time, timing belt stretch causes ignition timing to be slightly off and engine
performance, as well as fuel economy, can suffer. Setting the timing on your Honda Accord to
the factory setting of 13 to 17 degrees before top dead center, or BTDC, will restore some of the
engine's lost performance. Performing this home auto repair requires the use of a timing light,
but is well within the skill level of the average home mechanic. Jump to: navigation , search.
Tools Used [ edit ] Tools Timing light mm wrench Short piece of wire Set Timing [ edit ] Start the
engine and allow it to run until normal operating temperature is reached on the temperature
gauge. Turn off the engine. Locate the timing connector under the passenger side of the dash,
behind the glove box. This is a small, blue, two-wire connector positioned next to the larger blue
diagnostic test connector. Jumper the two wires in the connector together using the short piece
of wire Locate the timing marks on the front of the engine, on the driver side of the engine
compartment in the Accord. A pointer is located on the timing cover, just above the crankshaft
pulley, and there is a set of marks filed into the edge of the crankshaft pulley. The mark we are
concerned with is the red 15 degree BTDC mark. Loosen the three mm distributor hold-down
bolts, that attach the distributor to the engine, slightly so that the distributor will turn with some
effort. Attach the timing light battery clips to the battery. Attach the red clip to the positive
battery terminal and the black clip to the negative terminal. Attach the number one cylinder
pick-up on the test light to the number one spark plug wire. The number plug wire is the one
closest to the timing cover. Aim the timing light at the timing marks and pull the trigger. Turn
the distributor slowly, while watching the timing marks, until the pointer on the timing cover
lines up with the red degree mark on the crank pulley. Tighten the distributor hold down bolts
and recheck the timing to verify it didn't move when the distributor was tightened. Turn off the
engine, disconnect the timing light and timing connector jumper wire. Test drive to verify the
engine performs properly. Categories : Repairs Honda Accord. Navigation menu Personal tools
Create account Log in. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page
was last modified on 20 September , at Mark: Honda Ridgeline timing belt replacement. So as
we mentioned, a Honda Ridgeline is this week's victim, timing belt replacement was going on
with this. What was going on with this Honda? Bernie: So the vehicle came to our shop for a
routine timing belt replacement and it had about I believe a kilometres, what's the mileage
conversion on that? I don't know, maybe , miles or , miles, something like that and the vehicle
was due for its timing belt replacement, never been done before. It's a , so actually year old
vehicle, so it definitely had good use on the timing belt and we replaced it. Mark: So what's
involved in replacing the timing belt on this vehicle? Bernie: Well it's actually a pretty decent
timing belt service as far as those go. It is a transverse mounted V6, like all Honda type engines
are, they sit sideways in the engine compartment, which can be annoying but actually this one's
nicely built and readily accessible. To get the timing belt covered there's a few accessory items
that need to removed like the power steering pump and the accessory belt and then after that it
covers off and the timing belt's right in there to be replaced. Mark: Besides the belt, what other
parts do you replace on this 3. Bernie: That's a great question, so I mean often when either you
look at maintenance schedule, it says replace timing belt, it doesn't tell you about all the other
things. Well actually Honda does say inspect water pump, so they're a little further ahead of the
game but we like to do a thorough service on these, I mean as I said this car is 13 years old, it's
got , kilometres. There's other items that are going to be worn out or soon to wear out on the
vehicle if they're not replaced, so doing a thorough timing belt job is really critical. Back in the
olden days when timing belts would last only maybe 70 or 90, kilometres, sometimes you get
away with things like tensioners leaving them because they're probably wear out by the second
belt, but nowadays, they last so long everything tends to wear out. So let's just look at some
pictures, so this is not our Ridgeline but this is a Honda Ridgeline a sort of, I like to call it a sort
of pickup truck. There's a view of the timing belt area, this is with the original belt on, so this is
with the covers removed, the power steering pump normally sits right in this area, it's been
removed as well and you can see here's the belt, that's the crank shaft pulley, idler pulley and

the belt and I'm just kind of rooting around with the mouse here, goes past the tensioner and
down back to the crank shaft. This is the water pump located in here, so this pulley again, these
pulley's are all driven by the water pump or sorry, by the timing belt and we replaced all of them
because they're all of the same age, they're worn the same amount and while there was nothing
actually really wrong any of them at the moment, who knows when any of these parts is going
to fail and if they do, it's going to take the belt out with it and kind of defeats the whole purpose
of replacing the timing belt. In addition, behind the timing belt there are oil seals. There's an oil
seal behind each camshaft pulley, so we removed the pulley's and we replaced the seals and
the crankshaft pulley comes off and we replaced the seal back there. Again, these seals get
hard with age, they start to leak, on this car they actually weren't leaking yet but the seals were
starting to get pretty hard, so leakage is not far down the road and it's not a lot of extra work
while you have everything apart. And let's just look at a couple other pictures, so there is
another view of the timing belt looking straight down, again you can see the water pump. These
marks our technician put on just to reference, so you can see where the pulley's line up. Lining
up a timing belt is very critical, if any of these is one tooth off the engine will not run properly
and if it's way off, the pistons and valves can collide and destroy your engine, so of course you
got to do it properly, it's critical. Now, here's a good overview of all the parts we replaced. So
these were all the old pieces, so there's the timing belt, this is the tensioner pulley assembly
and this is the hydraulic tensioner, this piece actually forces the belt and it keeps tight and it's
oil filled so it keeps it at a constant tension. It used to be in the olden days, I don't know how far
back the olden days are but before they had this technology is what I consider the olden days,
the timing belt, you'd adjust to a certain tension and you'd leave it, but what would happen is by
the time maybe 50, to 60, miles, k's, near the end of the belt's life, the belt would have stretched
a little bit and there's often a lot of play. So this tensioner completely eliminates that, so you
never get excessive play in the belt throughout the whole life unless this part fails and they do
and that can cause some issues in and of itself. There's the water pump and thee are the oil
seals, the camshaft, two camshaft seals and the crankshaft seals. So there's a full overview of
all the parts we replaced. Mark: So what's the replacement interval on this Ridgeline? Bernie: So
Honda, they have the indicator maintenance light on the dash and the light will come on saying
it needs an A or a B service and they have a bunch of numbers. So they only give a specific
mileage interval under very extreme use condition, which I'll talk about in a sec, but if your
warning with a number four comes on like an A or a B four, that's when the timing belt needs to
be replaced, along with they recommend spark plugs and a valve adjustment. So what that
actual mileage interval is I don't really know and to be honest, I'm not sure if that was actually
on, on this vehicle or not, the owner of this vehicle does a lot of his own service but he wanted
us to do the timing belt for him. So I will say that at , kilometres I did look at the belt pretty
closely and it actually looks to be in good shape, so I don't like to ever recommend to people
and please don't take this as a recommendation, oh you can go a lot longer, the answer is yes,
this could have lasted longer but we would have never known had we taken it a part, it could
have been on the verge of breaking and it is 13 years old, so it is rubber but generally as I said,
visually and physically it seemed to be in pretty good shape. That being said, we did have a
Jeep Liberty Diesel a few weeks back, the owner had not changed the timing belt, hit about k's,
the belt skipped teeth, destroyed the engine. The amount of money that cost to fix, it's not worth
it. So had he replaced it a little sooner, it would have been good. So you never know how long
your timing belt is going to last, it's best to replace it and if that warning comes on the dash do
it. Now, I'm just looking away at my screen here because there is one other thing that Honda
recommends for replacing the belt, and that is there is a time interval if vehicle is regularly
driven at temperatures over degrees Fahrenheit or under degrees Fahrenheit or towing a trailer,
so those are pretty specific conditions, I don't know if you live in the Mohave desert or
something or Northern Canada and you drive it a lot, then they recommend replacing the timing
belt every , kilometres or 60, miles, so just so you know that's the other interval. If you're
cautious with your maintenance, I'd say k, this is a good amount of time to change it, it's best to
change things before they look worn and broken. That way you just keep on driving, and it's
done and you have peace of mind. Mark: And you get another ten years out of the vehicle.
Bernie: Well exactly, that's right. Why be cheap? This is already lasted a long time and
comparative to what timing belts used to be, this is double the length of what timing belts used
to last a decade or two earlier, so the technology has really come along. Mark: I was just going
to ask that. Not as common of a job these days, how come? Bernie: Well, a lot of the engines
don't have timing belts anymore and the ones that do, the intervals tend to be pretty long. Like
in this Honda, there are to , kilometres in length, it's a lot of driving time. It's many years worth
of driving time but also a lot of manufacturer's have gone away from using timing belts, they've
gotten the timing chains. Chains don't have a set interval replacement, but one thing I will tell

you is if you have a vehicle with a timing chain, change your oil regularly. Change it more
frequently because good clean oil is critical for timing chains. You cannot mess around. I mean
with a timing belt, you've got a whole mechanism that's not lubricated and it doesn't matter,
you've got a bunch of other components that aren't affected by your oil change but timing
chains are highly critical for oil changes, so just bear that in mind, we're kind of drifting off the
topic of timing belts, but as I say, a lot of manufacturers have gone to using chains, they're
really more durable. They're meant if you take care of it, to last the life of the engine but some
do fail and when they do they cost a lot more money than a timing belt to fix. Mark: So how are
Honda Ridgelines, I don't even know if they make these anymore, for reliability? Bernie: I'm not
sure if they make them either. So the engine in this is similar to a Honda Pilot, Accord, V6
Model, Odyssey, they use it in a lot of engi
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nes but anyways, the overall vehicle excellent reliability. To me Honda, Toyota, they're kind of
number one in my books, not perfect vehicles, stuff does go wrong but they tend to be much
more durable than most and I highly recommend this vehicle. I know the owner of this vehicle,
he bought it brand new, he's done very little on it, which is pretty amazing for a 13 year old
vehicle. We talk a lot about Range Rovers and certain Mercedes, and "nicer cars" and the
amount of stuff that goes wrong with those in a period of 12 to 13 years can be quadruple what
you got on a Honda or Toyota, so something to keep in mind. Mark: You can reach them at to
book your appointment. If you're in Vancouver and of course if you're somewhere else we love
you watching our videos, you can check out the website, pawlikautomotive. Bernie: Thank you
Mark and thank you for watching and listening. In order to provide an estimate , a diagnosis is
the next step! Let's Discuss Your Vehicle Book an Appointment Here.

